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SOMEBODY’S WATCHING ME: PROTECTING PATIENT PRIVACY IN DE-IDENTIFIED PRESCRIPTION HEALTH INFORMATION

In the 1984 song “Somebody’s Watching Me,” Rockwell and Michael Jackson crooned, “I always feel like somebody’s watching me/And I have no privacy.” Many prescription drug patients would probably be singing the same tune if they knew who was viewing the prescription health information that they provide to their pharmacists and how such information is being used. In today’s ever expanding world of internet technology, patient disclosure of prescription health information is being distributed to a widening circle of entities and individuals, raising serious patient privacy concerns, especially when the patient has not given consent to such dissemination.

Recent legislative and judicial attention on the use of prescription data has mostly focused on protecting the privacy of identifiable prescriber information within prescription data and the harm to prescribers resulting from the dissemination and use of such data, as opposed to the privacy concerns of patients with regard to the use of such data. Moreover, while scholarly analysis has focused more on patient privacy within prescription data, there are few articles examining patient privacy within de-identified patient health data, and most of those articles addressing de-identified patient health data do not focus specifically on patient prescription data. Therefore, there is a need for further exploration of the privacy issues surrounding de-identified patient prescription PHI.

In 2009, Americans filled 3,679,671,222 prescriptions. Each of those prescriptions represents a disclosure of personal health information (“PHI”) from the patient to others. Every time a patient fills a prescription, the pharmacy collects, within its computerized database, a host of PHI, including the name of the patient, the patient’s address, the date and place the
prescription is filled, the patient’s age and gender, the identity of the prescribing physician, the drug prescribed, its dosage, and the quantity dispensed.⁹

Most patients probably give little thought to disclosing their PHI to pharmacies because they assume that the disclosed information is used by the pharmacist, and perhaps the doctor, for treatment purposes and/or is used by their insurance companies for purposes of processing the prescription claim and providing coverage for that claim.¹⁰ Patients probably think even less about how their prescription PHI is used once it is de-identified.¹¹ However, most patients are probably not aware of who else sees their prescription PHI or how else that PHI is being used, whether that information is identifiable or de-identified.¹² Regardless of this level of awareness, serious privacy concerns, as outlined infra, surround pharmacy transmissions of both identifiable and de-identified PHI to outside entities for purposes other than insurance reimbursement, treatment, public health and law enforcement. The list is quite long of entities that seek access to patient prescription PHI, including pharmaceutical manufacturers for marketing purposes, researchers for clinical drug trials, educators, government officials, employers and lawyers.¹³

This Article lays the groundwork for developing a legal framework to protect the privacy of de-identified patient prescription PHI. Section I begins by providing context for why there is need for comprehensive federal legislation to protect patient prescription PHI, with a particular focus on why there is a need to protect de-identified patient prescription PHI. Section II then outlines the data mining process for collecting patient prescription PHI and how that data is used. Section III then discusses the backdrop of existing federal and state law protecting patient privacy rights, including patient privacy rights in prescription PHI. Section III particularly focuses on the three recent state statutory attempts to directly curb prescription data mining for marketing purposes and the judicial response to those efforts. Section IV evaluates existing
state, federal and related options available for protecting patient prescription PHI against unauthorized disclosure, with an emphasis on de-identified prescription PHI. This section evaluates the effectiveness of using the data mining state statutes, ethical guidelines, federal constitutional and statutory law and other state law options for protecting the privacy of de-identified patient prescription PHI. Finally, Section V proposes a legislative construct for a federal statute to empower patients with more control over the use of and to protect their privacy in de-identified patient prescription PHI.

I. Why Protecting Identifiable and De-Identified Patient Prescription PHI is Important

At first glance, the importance of patient privacy in de-identified patient prescription PHI is far from self-evident. After all, de-identified patient prescription PHI is just that, de-identified or encrypted and stripped of identifiable characteristics prior to being transferred to those not authorized to access the identifiable data.\textsuperscript{14} It seems that patients should care less what happens to their data once it is de-identified. This view is overly simplistic.

Complete de-identification of data is becoming an increasingly impossible goal to achieve as all data has a unique genetic signature, which \textit{ipso facto} prevents the data from ever becoming truly de-identified.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, even data that appears to be totally de-identified can all too easily be re-identified through various processes, such as geo-coding.\textsuperscript{16} One scholar notes that anecdotal evidence “suggests [that] algorithms already exist that can re-identify patient information with prescription drug information after third party data mining companies ostensibly de-identify the information.”\textsuperscript{17}

Additionally, safeguards put into place to protect against attempts at re-identification may not be sufficient.\textsuperscript{18} This vulnerability is particularly problematic when the entity holding the data asserts in its privacy policy their de-identified data “cannot be linked to personal data by third
parties receiving the anonymous information." Furthermore, even if the company collecting the de-identified data maintains a strong privacy policy, there is no guarantee that the buyer of the data will maintain a similarly strong policy.

Unfortunately, there exists no standard identifying the level of identifier-stripping necessary to guarantee that de-identified data cannot be re-identified. In fact, "no matter how many identifiers have been removed or encrypted and no matter how much data has been coded or masked, the remaining data may still be re-identified." The ever growing amount of personal information available from public sources makes it all that much easier to re-identify de-identified personal information. Likewise, once an individual’s privacy is breached by re-identification additional and future re-identification also becomes easier to accomplish.

Encrypted PHI, as distinguished from de-identified PHI, carries its own set of concerns. First, encryptions are merely codes and almost all codes can be broken. Moreover, encryption requires use of a key or cipher, which is used to lock and unlock the hidden data. Such a key is necessary to allow the hidden data to be viewed in an intelligible manner by those who are authorized to view it. However, there is always a risk that the encryption key may fall into the wrong hands and be accessed by unauthorized viewers.

Patient prescription PHI whether encrypted or de-identified also deserves protection because of the subjective concern of patients for their privacy in their prescription PHI, even if such information is facially de-identified. Even if the individual or entity accessing the prescription PHI of patient “x” does not know that the information belongs to or is associated with patient “x”, patient “x” knows that the information belongs to him or her and knows that someone or some entity out there is viewing that information without the consent of patient “x”.
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The mere awareness of patient “x” that his or her information is being disseminated without his or her consent may still cause that patient embarrassment and stress.

By analogy, the scenario is no different than one in which an individual’s nude picture is disseminated across the internet without his or her consent, but with the face removed and any other identifying features removed.\textsuperscript{29} No one viewing the picture will know the identity of that individual, but that does not mean that the individual does not suffer embarrassment from the knowledge that others are viewing the picture. The issue is one of dehumanization in “having one’s most intimate information circulated by an indifferent and faceless infrastructure without any control over the process or the content.”\textsuperscript{30}

Even if the risks and concerns surrounding privacy rights in de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI alone do not justify the need for comprehensive federal legislation to protect patient prescription PHI, arguably existing protections, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act\textsuperscript{31} (“HIPAA”), do not go far enough to protect even identifiable patient prescription PHI. A couple of recent, pending lawsuits illustrate this concern. These cases arise out of the 2007 merger of the pharmacy chain CVS and the pharmacy benefits manager (“PBM”) Caremark, which resulted in CVS Caremark.\textsuperscript{32}

In \textit{The Muecke Company, Inc. v. CVS Caremark Corporation}, pending in the Southern District of Texas, plaintiffs allege that the Caremark or PBM side of CVS Caremark, while coordinating drug benefits between patients, their insurance companies and non-CVS pharmacies, is collecting identifiable prescription health information and transferring that information to CVS pharmacies.\textsuperscript{33} According to the Complaint, when patients with Caremark as a PBM fill a prescription at a non-CVS pharmacy, the patient’s name, address, phone number, social security number, medical diagnosis, prescription history, gender, date of birth, drug
dispensed, supply dispensed and prescriber’s name is transmitted to Caremark for purposes of adjudicating the pharmacy claim.\textsuperscript{34} Caremark then allegedly shares that information through an information technology platform with the CVS or pharmacy side of CVS Caremark.\textsuperscript{35}

Plaintiffs allege that once CVS has the patient PHI, it uses the identifiable PHI in ways that would be troubling to many patients. Plaintiffs aver that CVS accepts “payments from drug companies for directly marketing to those patients who are likely candidates for a drug because of their prescription history.”\textsuperscript{36} Plaintiffs also contend that CVS uses such information to directly target “non-CVS patients and solicit[] their business to CVS-owned retail stores and their purchase of CVS-branded over-the-counter products.”\textsuperscript{37}

In a North Carolina federal court, a very similar lawsuit was also recently filed against CVS in the case of \textit{Burton’s Pharmacy, Inc. v. CVS Caremark Corporation}.\textsuperscript{38} In \textit{Burton’s Pharmacy, Inc.}, Plaintiffs raise almost identical allegations to those raised in \textit{The Muecke Company, Inc.}\textsuperscript{39} Plaintiffs allege that CVS uses information from Caremark to contact non-CVS patients by mail, in person and by phone to market CVS drugs and services directly to those patients.\textsuperscript{40} Plaintiffs further claim that CVS “pitches to drug manufacturers its own ability to use this process to market prescription drugs to patients.”\textsuperscript{41} According to the Plaintiffs, some examples of the uses of non-CVS pharmacy patient data include payment by drug manufacturers to CVS to market drugs to the non-CVS pharmacy patients, direct CVS marketing messages to patients that are tailored to specific patient characteristics or demographics, and discount offers to patients to purchase over-the-counter drugs at CVS.\textsuperscript{42}

The Plaintiffs in \textit{The Muecke Company, Inc.} also explain how Caremark allegedly avoids possible HIPAA violations in sharing the non-CVS pharmacy patient data.\textsuperscript{43} Plaintiffs cite to CVS Caremark’s Notice of Privacy Practices, which states that CVS and Caremark view
themselves as part of an affiliated group of pharmacies and that those affiliated pharmacies are treated as a single entity for purposes of sharing information about patients.\textsuperscript{44} In other words, if Caremark has authorized access to a patient’s prescription PHI, it can share that information with CVS pharmacies because they are all considered to be a single entity by CVS Caremark for HIPAA purposes. Plaintiffs allege that CVS Caremark uses the Notice language as a shield against possible privacy concerns raised by CVS’s use of non-CVS pharmacy patient data for direct marketing by CVS pharmacies, CVS mail-order pharmacies and direct marketing by drug manufacturers.\textsuperscript{45}

These two cases along with the privacy policy concerns involving the use of de-identified patient prescription PHI demonstrate from a policy and practical perspective that existing law fails to adequately protect the privacy of patient prescription PHI, including de-identified patient prescription PHI. The risk of re-identification and CVS’s alleging gaming of HIPAA justify the need for comprehensive federal legislation to protect patient prescription PHI.

II. The Data Mining and Detailing Process

Outside of the situations involved in the pending CVS cases outlined above, data mining is a major way in which patient prescription PHI, particularly de-identified PHI, is disclosed, used and disseminated outside of the pharmacy setting. Data miners are companies that contract with pharmacies, hospitals and insurance companies to buy raw data, including patient demographic information and patient drug information, which pharmacies, hospitals and insurance companies collect on patients and prescribers.\textsuperscript{46} The raw data that the data miners collect is anonymized, as the data miners install software on pharmacies’ computers to encrypt the patient prescription data before they receive it, so that data miners cannot identify individual patients by name.\textsuperscript{47} Even though patient names are deleted, the data miners replace the patient’s
identifying information with a number, so that they can still track the “de-identified” patient over
time and correlate that particular patient with the various prescriptions filled by that patient.48

Once the data miners receive the raw encrypted data from the pharmacies, they aggregate
the available information, categorized by prescriber, and compile reports and databases.49 These
reports and databases allow for the examination of multiple transactions involving the same
prescriber to identify that prescribers’ prescribing history, preference of brand-name versus
generic drugs and willingness to prescribe new FDA approved drugs.50 These databases and
reports are very important to brand-name pharmaceutical companies who purchase them from
the data miners.51 The brand-name pharmaceutical companies use the databases and reports to
determine their sales representatives’ marketing strategies directed at the very same prescribers
whose information forms the foundation of the databases and data reports.52 These sales
representatives, also known as detailers, use this data to enhance their detailing or sales visits to
those prescribers.53

There are two primary ways in which data mining specifically enhances detailing. First,

the detailers use the aggregate prescriber-specific information “to zero in on physicians who
regularly prescribe competitors’ drugs, physicians who are prescribing large quantities of drugs
for particular conditions, and ‘early adopters’ (physicians with a demonstrated openness to
prescribing drugs that have just come onto the market).”54 Drug manufacturers and detailers use
the databases and reports to focus their marketing efforts on the prescribers who are most likely
to maintain brand loyalty to that manufacturer’s brand after a patent expires or who are most
likely to prescribe their manufacturer’s “patented brand-name drug as against generic drugs, or
as against a competitor’s patented brand-name drug.”55
Second, the databases and reports help detailers to more effectively make their sales pitch to prescribers because knowing a prescriber’s prescribing history allows the detailer to hone in on the unique prescribing behaviors of each individual prescriber.\textsuperscript{56} For example, the detailer who knows that a prescriber is using a competing product can more effectively craft his or her presentation to highlight the weaknesses of the competitor drug.\textsuperscript{57}

Detailers obtain in-person access to prescribers by portraying themselves as educators, who can provide prescribers with important new information on research and pharmacological developments.\textsuperscript{58} However, some argue that pharmaceutical manufacturers’ detailing educational material is very biased with a sole focus on maximizing profit and not safely treating the patient.\textsuperscript{59} Critics contend that the prescribing of prescription drugs “should be dominated by scientific evidence, not secretive marketing techniques.”\textsuperscript{60}

Detailers also provide prescribers with about $1 million worth of free drug samples per year, which are highly valued by providers for passing along to patients.\textsuperscript{61} Once a detailer obtains access to a provider, the detailer tries to develop an ongoing relationship with the provider, so that the provider will maintain brand loyalty to the detailer’s manufacturer and will continue to prescribe that manufacturer’s brand-name drug.\textsuperscript{62}

Notably, brand-name drug companies are the sole focus of data mining and the sole source of detailing because detailing is expensive and brand-name drugs, unlike generic drugs, have a high profit margin for the drug manufacturers.\textsuperscript{63} Brand name pharmaceutical companies make annual profits between 15% and 20%, which is far above other industries’ profit margins.\textsuperscript{64} In 2005, one data mining company brought in revenues of $1.75 billion dollars through selling prescriber information databases and reports to brand-name drug companies.\textsuperscript{65}
Drug manufacturers believe that their detailing efforts are highly effective and that prescribers subject to detailing prescribe the detailed drugs more frequently than alternative generic drugs.\textsuperscript{66} Accordingly, it is no surprise that detailing represents a massive marketing campaign.\textsuperscript{67} Statistics demonstrate that “the average primary care physician interacts with no fewer than twenty-eight detailers each week and the average specialist interacts with fourteen.”\textsuperscript{68} Moreover, the Congressional Budget Office has determined that the amount of money spent by drug companies on detailing has more than doubled between 1998 and 2008, with drug companies having spent $12 billion in 2008 on detailing.\textsuperscript{69} Shockingly, pharmaceutical companies spend more on marketing to prescribers than they spend on research or direct-to-consumer advertising.\textsuperscript{70}

From the patient’s perspective, there are a number of negative implications related to the use and disclosure of de-identified patient prescription PHI through data mining and detailing. First, detailing results in prescribers overprescribing expensive brand-name drugs, when equally effective generic drugs are available, resulting in greater costs to individual patients, as well as insurers, Medicare Part D plans and Medicaid.\textsuperscript{71} This is significant given that total retail drug spending was over $217 billion for 2009\textsuperscript{72} and given that the growth rate of brand-name drug costs has been two to three times the rate of inflation.\textsuperscript{73}

Second, the detailing and resulting overprescribing of brand-name drugs threatens patient health in cases in which the effects and potential health risks of generic equivalents are more well known than those associated with the brand-name drug.\textsuperscript{74} Detailing causes prescribers to overprescribe unnecessarily risky brand-name drugs to their patients.\textsuperscript{75} Detailing and the free drug samples create a conflict of interest for doctors with regard to their patients.\textsuperscript{76} Moreover, if patient health outcomes suffer as a result, then health care costs also rise, including the patient’s
costs. Arguably, pharmaceutical manufacturer marketing tactics and detailing “has led to an overmedicated society that pays too much money and too little attention [to the benefits and risks of prescription medication].”

For purposes of this article, the most troubling negative impact of data mining and detailing is the invasion of patient privacy resulting from the disclosure of both identifiable and de-identified patient prescription PHI. Americans do not believe that the privacy of their health information is adequately protected. Assuming these beliefs are correct, then resulting patient prescription PHI privacy breaches will lead to various negative outcomes for patients, including social and psychological harm through embarrassment, economic harm through job discrimination and job loss, patient difficulty in obtaining health insurance, health-care fraud and patient reluctance to share sensitive information with their doctors or pharmacists. As to the latter, inadequate protection of identifiable and de-identified patient prescription PHI chills patient open communication with their pharmacist, hindering the ability of the pharmacist to provide proper counseling to the patient. With these concerns in mind, the next section of this Article outlines the existing state and federal privacy law framework that the state and federal courts have applied to the disclosure, dissemination and use of patient prescription PHI.

III. Federal and State Privacy Rights and Patient Prescription PHI

A. State-Based Privacy Rights

The genesis for the state common law right to privacy was the 1890 article, The Right to Privacy, by Justice Brandeis and Samuel Warren. Within that article, Brandeis and Warren outlined a common law individual right to privacy, which they characterized as a right “to be let alone.” According to Brandeis and Warren, this right to privacy is not founded in contract,
property or trust, but in “inviolate personality,” and they argued that such a right to privacy is a right to protect that which is private “as against the world.”

While Brandeis and Warren provided a general overview of the common law right to privacy, along with broad parameters for defining the right to privacy and corresponding remedies, the more concrete framework for a right to privacy was developed in 1960, when Dean William Prosser formally classified the four torts that generally protect the common law right to privacy: intrusion upon seclusion; public disclosure of embarrassing private facts; false light; and appropriation of a plaintiff’s name or likeness. Dean Prosser’s classification was subsequently adopted in the 1977 Restatement (Second) of Torts, which many states have adopted as well. In the context of protecting privacy rights in de-identified prescription PHI, the most likely candidates for a tort suit would be Dean Prosser’s intrusion upon seclusion tort and the breach of confidence tort, which is separate and independent from the privacy torts.

Along with tort actions for invasion of privacy or breach of confidentiality, the state-based right to privacy in PHI is also found within state constitutions and state privacy statutes. Regardless of the source of the privacy right, the case law interpreting the level and type of privacy protection to which prescription PHI is entitled varies, as may be expected, from state to state.

Some states recognize a strong privacy interest in prescription information. For example, a New York appellate court held that pharmacy customers have a reasonable expectation of confidentiality in the health information that they provide to their pharmacists. Similarly, in the context of unauthorized use of patient prescription PHI, a Massachusetts trial court recognized a cause of action on behalf of pharmacy patients for violations of a state privacy statute, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of confidentiality and tortious misappropriation of
private and personal information. Likewise, the Rhode Island Supreme Court held that a pharmacy’s unauthorized disclosure of a patient’s pharmacy records to his wife’s attorney, within the context of a divorce proceeding and pursuant to a subpoena, violated the state’s Confidentiality of Health Care Information Act and Privacy Act.

On the other hand, the Supreme Court of South Carolina held that a pharmacist does not owe a pharmacy customer a duty of confidentiality. Likewise, a Louisiana appellate court held that a wife’s acquisition of her husband’s prescription records from his pharmacy without his consent did not amount to an invasion of privacy because her interest in obtaining the records, in the context of a custody proceeding, outweighed the husband’s privacy interest in the records.

A Connecticut trial court was even more absolute when it dismissed a patient’s invasion of privacy claim against a pharmacy for disclosing his prescription information to law enforcement without a warrant or subpoena. The court based its decision on a Connecticut statute allowing law enforcement personnel to review patient prescription records, holding that a person does not have any reasonable expectation of privacy in his or her prescription records as to law enforcement, even without probable cause, a subpoena or search warrant.

Other courts fall somewhere in the middle of the two extremes. The Supreme Court of Vermont held that individuals have an expectation of privacy in their pharmacy records, but also held that a warrantless inspection of the defendant’s pharmacy records were sufficiently limited by state law to render the inspection reasonable. The Supreme Court of Delaware held that a pharmacy employee’s disclosure of a patient’s prescription information may be correctly characterized as a breach of confidentiality claim, but also held that the same activity would not give rise to an invasion of privacy claim. The Court ruled that the former tort is focused on wrongful dissemination of private information, whereas as the latter tort is focused on wrongful
access to such information, and the pharmacy employee’s access to the plaintiff’s prescription information was held to be reasonable.\textsuperscript{102}

These state cases demonstrate a few important points. First, state courts vary widely in how strong they view a patient’s right to privacy within patient prescription PHI.\textsuperscript{103} Second, even when state courts recognize a strong privacy interest in patient prescription PHI, they still differ greatly in the law that they choose to apply – common law, statutory law or state constitutional law – and how they apply that law to protect privacy within patient prescription PHI.\textsuperscript{104} Third, there do not appear to be any state court cases which directly address a patient’s right to privacy in de-identified patient prescription PHI; all of the above cases seem to focus on privacy rights within identifiable patient prescription PHI.

**B. The Federal Right to Privacy**

The federal right to privacy in patient prescription PHI, arises out of two sources: 1) The federal statutes and regulations related to health information privacy and 2) The constitutional right to privacy. The two major\textsuperscript{105} federal statutes regarding health information privacy are the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act\textsuperscript{106} (“HIPAA”) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act\textsuperscript{107} (“HITECH Act”), and the two relevant federal regulations are the Privacy Rule\textsuperscript{108} and the Security Rule\textsuperscript{109}, both promulgated pursuant to HIPAA.

To briefly summarize this statutory/regulatory structure, HIPAA and the Privacy Rule require HIPAA covered entities, defined as health plans, health care clearinghouses and health care providers who transmit health information in electronic form, to comply with federal privacy provisions regarding the disclosure of protected health information.\textsuperscript{110} The applicable regulations define protected health information as “individually identifiable health
information”¹¹¹ and they define individually identifiable health information as a subset of an individual’s health information that is:

(1) Is created or received by a health care provider, health plan, employer, or health care clearinghouse; and

(2) Relates to the past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition of an individual; the provision of health care to an individual; or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual; and

   (i) That identifies the individual; or

   (ii) With respect to which there is a reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to identify the individual.¹¹²

The Privacy Rule requires covered entities to take the following actions with regard to protected health information:

1. Provide individuals with notice and certain rights regarding their protected health information;

2. Limit the use and disclosure of protected health information;

3. Obtain authorization from an individual to use or disclose protected health information;

4. Contract with service providers to provide assurances regarding proper use, appropriate disclosure and appropriate safeguards; [and]

5. Implement policies and procedures to protect protected health information including: appointing a privacy officer, training the Business Associate's workforce, implementing safeguards and a complaint process.¹¹³
The Privacy Rule also permits limited uses and disclosures of protected health information, including, but not limited to disclosures to the patient and disclosures and uses related payment, treatment and health care operations.\textsuperscript{114}

The HITECH Act recently amended HIPAA in the following ways relevant to this article. First, under the HITECH Act, covered entities are required to notify affected persons and HHS when there has been a breach or unauthorized disclosure of unsecured protected health information.\textsuperscript{115} Unsecured protected health information includes all information that has not been rendered “unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals,” either through encryption or destruction.\textsuperscript{116} Second, business associates of covered entities are now directly required to comply with HIPAA’s privacy and security requirements.\textsuperscript{117} Third, patients may require that a covered entity not share the patient’s protected health information with a health care plan if that person is paying for the health care service in full.\textsuperscript{118} Fourth, when disclosing protected health information, the covered entity must disclose only the “minimum necessary” information needed to be disclosed to accomplish the purpose of the disclosure.\textsuperscript{119} Fifth, patients may request accountings of disclosure of their electronic protected health information over the three year period prior to the request.\textsuperscript{120} Sixth, covered entities and business associates are prohibited from selling protected health information without patient authorization, except for certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{121} Seventh, the HITECH Act includes new restrictions on marketing and fundraising and allows patients to opt out of receiving fundraising communications from a covered entity.\textsuperscript{122}

Pursuant to the HITECH Act, HHS has issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking implementing the HITECH Act HIPAA modifications.\textsuperscript{123} There is no Final Rule yet, but the Proposed Rule proposes the following changes:
• Making the Privacy and Security Rules directly applicable to business associates;
• Placing new restrictions on the use and disclosure of PHI for marketing and fundraising purposes;
• Restricting disclosure of PHI to health plans;
• Expanding HIPAA’s enforcement of privacy and security provisions;
• Amending the definition of business associates\textsuperscript{124}

Given the focus of this article on the use of encrypted or de-identified patient prescription PHI, it is necessary to highlight two particular provisions of the federal privacy statutes and regulations. First, pursuant to the Privacy Rule, a covered entity’s use of de-identified patient prescription PHI is considered to be outside the scope of HIPAA and the Privacy Rule and open to dissemination without restriction.\textsuperscript{125} The Privacy Rule defines de-identified PHI as PHI for which “seventeen specific fields of data are removed or generalized.”\textsuperscript{126} The Privacy Rule also provides that PHI is only de-identified if “the covered entity does not have actual knowledge that the information could be used alone or in combination with other information to identify an individual who is a subject of the information.”\textsuperscript{127}

Second, pursuant to the Security Rule, the encryption process for encrypting prescription PHI is defined as “the use of an algorithmic process to transform data into a form in which there is a low probability of assigning meaning without use of a confidential process or key.”\textsuperscript{128} HHS considers encrypted PHI to be “unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals.”\textsuperscript{129} In other words, encrypted prescription PHI is considered to be secured PHI, and use of encryption creates “a safe harbor [for covered entities and business associates] to avoid liability for the unauthorized disclosure of protected health information.”\textsuperscript{130}
Transitioning from federal statutory privacy protections to constitutionally-based privacy protections, the foundation for a constitutional right to privacy in health information originally came from Justice Brandeis’ dissent in *Olmstead v. United States.* In *Olmstead,* Justice Brandeis asserted the existence of a broad privacy right guaranteed by the constitutional amendments. In his dissent, Justice Brandeis incorporated the privacy concepts from his law review article almost forty years earlier, stating that the constitutional amendments “conferred, as against the government, the right to be let alone—the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men.”

Of course Justice Brandeis’ statement on a constitutional right to privacy was merely the beginning constitutional privacy jurisprudence, as the first Supreme Court controlling precedent acknowledging a right to health–related privacy arose almost forty years later in *Griswold v. Connecticut,* in which the Supreme Court held that state laws prohibiting the use of contraceptives violated a constitutionally based right to marital privacy. Justice Douglas, on behalf of the majority, ruled that a right to marital privacy is grounded within “specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights [that] have penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees that help give them life and substance . . . [and that] create zones of privacy.”

Following *Griswold,* the Supreme Court expanded its right to privacy jurisprudence further into the health care arena in *Roe v. Wade.* In *Roe,* Justice Blackmun, on behalf of the majority, ruled that the right to privacy is “founded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action . . . [and] is broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.”

*Roe* focused on decisional privacy or the right to make certain personal decisions without government interference, whereas this Article focuses more on “disclosure privacy” or the
individual’s constitutional right to control the disclosure of his or her medical information. The Supreme Court’s first foray into “disclosure privacy” and privacy within medical information was the 1977 case, *Whalen v. Roe*, in which Justice Stevens, on behalf of the majority, upheld the constitutionality of a New York statute which required the maintenance of a state controlled centralized computer file with “the names and addresses of all persons who have obtained, pursuant to a doctor's prescription, certain drugs for which there is both a lawful and an unlawful market.” New York had enacted the statute as a way to monitor, investigate and enforce laws against prescription drug abuse.

Rejecting the privacy violation claim, the *Whalen* Court held that the New York statute did not pose a sufficiently grievous threat to the patient interest in avoiding public disclosure of one’s prescription drug use behavior or the interest in ensuring that patients will continue to obtain the prescription drugs that they need and not cease to do so because of the fear of public disclosure. The Court reasoned that the statute was constitutional because “disclosures of private medical information to doctors, to hospital personnel, to insurance companies, and to public health agencies are often an essential part of modern medical practice even when the disclosure may reflect unfavorably on the character of the patient.” As further justification for its holding, the Court also recognized that the state has broad police powers in regulating the prescription of drugs.

In the end, the *Whalen* Court ruled, on the facts of the case, that any possible statutory-based harm to patient reputation from public disclosure was insufficient to amount to an invasion of a patient’s constitutional right to privacy. Nonetheless, the Court also recognized that increased computerization of health information in the future, particularly within centralized
databases, would allow medical records to be more easily accessed and heighten right to privacy concerns.  

*Whalen* was the Supreme Court’s last examination of the constitutional right to privacy within the context of PHI and prescription PHI and left unanswered whether or not patients have a right to privacy in prescription PHI. Since *Whalen*, various lower courts have looked at this issue, and within the context of health PHI and prescription PHI, there is “an unresolved circuit split as to whether there is a constitutional right to protection against disclosure of personal information.” It appears that nine circuits recognize a constitutional right to privacy in personal information, health or otherwise, while the Sixth Circuit reaches the opposite conclusion and the Eighth Circuit recognizes such a right only in instances involving egregious disclosure.

Looking at three of these Circuit Court rulings in more detail, in *Doe v. Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority* ("SEPTA"), the plaintiff, an employee of a public entity, SEPTA, filed a Section 1983 civil rights claim against SEPTA and his individual supervisor for invasion of privacy related to his employer and supervisor learning, through his prescription records, that he suffered from HIV. The Third Circuit held that the employee had a constitutional right to privacy in his prescription drug records, but that his right to privacy was not absolute and was subject to intermediate scrutiny as to whether the employer’s interest in obtaining the records outweighed the employee’s privacy interest in those records. The *SEPTA* Court reversed the jury verdict in favor of the plaintiff, holding that SEPTA’s interest in monitoring its prescription drug program for fraud and abuse outweighed the plaintiff’s privacy interest in his prescription drug records. The Court characterized the employer’s privacy
intrusion to be minimal and held that SEPTA need not prove it had a compelling interest in obtaining the prescription information.\textsuperscript{154}

Similarly, in \textit{Douglas v. Dobbs}, the Tenth Circuit also ruled that individuals have a non-absolute right to privacy within their prescription drug records and that state laws may operate to diminish one’s expectation of privacy in those records.\textsuperscript{155} The \textit{Douglas} Court followed \textit{Whalen} in finding that the government has broad police powers to justify regulation of the prescription of drugs and certain privacy invasions with regard to prescription drug records.\textsuperscript{156}

Rounding out this trio of cases, in \textit{United States v. Sutherland}, federal prosecutors sought to compel production of patient pharmacy records from a hospital in connection with the prosecution of a physician for unlawful distribution and dispensing of controlled substances.\textsuperscript{157} Following \textit{Whalen} and \textit{SEPTA}, the Court held that a patient’s right to privacy in prescription records is not absolute and must be balanced against the government’s need for those records.\textsuperscript{158} The Court found that the federal prosecutors had a compelling interest in the production of the patient prescription records, but also held that patients should have the opportunity to object to the production of their records, in light of the strong federal policy protecting the privacy of patient health information.\textsuperscript{159}

As demonstrated by the cases above and the Circuit Court split, the strength of a constitutional right to privacy in prescription PHI and what sort of constitutional scrutiny regulations of such a right engender are still somewhat open questions.\textsuperscript{160} As the Third Circuit recently observed, “the question of the scope of the constitutional right to privacy in one’s medical information is largely unresolved.”\textsuperscript{161} Even more unresolved is whether or not and to what extent patients have a federal right to privacy in de-identified prescription PHI, as there are no federal statutes and there appear to be no federal cases directly addressing this issue.
C. State Legislative Responses to Data Mining and Detailing

Before moving on to evaluating the options available for protecting the privacy of de-identified patient prescription PHI, it is important to examine the most recent direct attempt by three states at regulating the use of prescription data. Over the past five years or so, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, have each enacted statutes directed toward curtailing data mining of prescription information and the use of that information for detailing purposes. As will be discussed in more detail below, despite representing an effort to protect, to some extent, patient privacy in patient prescription PHI, these state statutes are more targeted at regulating data mining and detailing from the prescriber’s perspective rather than the patient perspective.

1. New Hampshire

The first legislative effort to restrict the data mining of prescription information was New Hampshire’s 2006 Prescription Information Law ("PIL"), which prohibits the license, transfer, use or sale of patient-identifiable and prescriber-identifiable prescription information for certain commercial purposes. Those commercial purposes include “advertising, marketing, promotion, or any activity that could be used to influence sales or market share of a pharmaceutical product, influence or evaluate the prescribing behavior of an individual health care professional, or evaluate the effectiveness of a professional pharmaceutical detailing sales force.” New Hampshire sought to ensure compliance with the PIL through various civil and criminal penalties, including subjecting violators to possible misdemeanor or felony prosecution, civil monetary penalties of up to $5,000 per violation, and/or misdemeanor or felony prosecution under New Hampshire’s unfair and deceptive trade practices law.
2. Vermont

Following New Hampshire’s passage of the PIL, in 2007, Vermont enacted a modified opt-in version of the New Hampshire law. In relevant part, the Vermont law provides that a pharmaceutical manufacturer, pharmaceutical marketer, “an electronic transmission intermediary, a pharmacy, or other similar entity shall not sell, license, or exchange for value regulated records containing prescriber-identifiable information, nor permit the use of regulated records containing prescriber-identifiable information for marketing or promoting a prescription drug, unless the prescriber consents.” The statute defines the term “marketing” to:

[I]nclude advertising, promotion, or any activity that is intended to be used or is used to influence sales or the market share of a prescription drug, influence or evaluate the prescribing behavior of an individual health care professional to promote a prescription drug, market prescription drugs to patients, or evaluate the effectiveness of a professional pharmaceutical detailing sales force.

The statute essentially prohibits using prescriber-identifiable information for marketing purposes, unless the prescriber agrees to or opts-in to such a use. A prescriber opts-in through his or her licensing applications or renewal forms and may revoke his or her opt-in at any time.

Along with its substantive provisions and procedural requirements, the Vermont law also provides for an enforcement scheme for violations. More specifically, the Vermont statute provides for the application of any remedy provided by law, as well as for a cause of action on behalf of the Attorney General of Vermont, which is akin to a civil claim under Vermont’s consumer fraud act.

3. Maine

The third state to target prescription data mining and detailing was Maine, which in 2008 enacted an opt-out prescription drug information confidentiality law. The difference between
the Vermont opt-in approach and the Maine opt-out approach is that Vermont prohibits
marketing with the use of prescriber data unless the prescriber consents, whereas Maine allows
marketing with the use of prescriber data unless the prescriber opts for confidentiality protection.

The Maine law provides an option for Maine prescribers, as part of their application for
licensure or re-licensure, to protect the confidentiality of their identifying information in
prescriptions, when such information would otherwise be “used for marketing purposes by
carriers, pharmacies and prescription drug information intermediaries.”173 The Maine statute
defines “marketing” as:

(1) Advertising, publicizing, promoting or selling a prescription drug;

(2) Activities undertaken for the purpose of influencing the market share
of a prescription drug or the prescribing patterns of a prescriber, a
detailing visit or a personal appearance;

(3) Activities undertaken to evaluate or improve the effectiveness of a
professional detailing sales force; or

(4) A brochure, media advertisement or announcement, poster or free
sample of a prescription drug.174

Under the Maine statute, if a prescriber opts-out, then a carrier or prescription drug
information intermediary would not be allowed to “license, use, sell, transfer or exchange for
value, for any marketing purpose, prescription drug information that identifies directly or
indirectly the individual.”175 Data miners and pharmaceutical companies are made aware of the
opt-out prescribers through public monthly updated lists “of all prescribers who have filed for
confidentiality protection.”176 Maine sought to enforce the statute by authorizing a civil cause of
action for damages under the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act.177
D. The Data Mining Court Cases

As might be expected, all three of the state statutes outlined above have since been challenged in federal court on constitutional grounds. Perhaps reflecting the prescriber centric focus of the statutes being challenged, all three of the Circuit Court decisions have focused more on data mining and detailing from the prescriber perspective as opposed to the patient perspective. Nonetheless, these cases highlight some of the important constitutional concerns that arise when crafting or analyzing alternatives for protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI.

1. IMS Health, Inc. v. Ayotte

The first Circuit Court decision to address the New England data mining statutes was *IMS Health, Inc. v. Ayotte*, which arose out of two data miner companies’ challenge to the New Hampshire PIL on grounds that the law infringed upon their free speech and violated the Commerce Clause. In *Ayotte*, a split panel of the First Circuit, held that the PIL regulated conduct and not speech, thereby being entitled to more lax constitutional scrutiny. The Court ruled that even though data can take the form of protected speech, the PIL’s regulation of prescription data was essentially a regulation on data as a commodity, like beef jerky, not data as a form of speech. The Court reasoned that the PIL did not eliminate speech, as such, but, rather eliminated “the detailers’ ability to use a particular informational asset – prescribing histories – in a particular way.”

To the extent that the PIL regulated any speech, the Court further ruled that such speech was of little societal value and any information exchanges prohibited by the PIL were not “the sorts of exchanges valued by the Supreme Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence.” The Court reasoned that the PIL-limited exchange of data between data miners and the
pharmaceutical companies was not the type of exchange valued under the First Amendment because the prescribed exchanges were “undertaken to increase one party’s bargaining power in negotiations.”

Despite finding that the PIL regulated conduct and not speech, the Court alternatively held that to the extent that the PIL regulated speech it regulated commercial speech. Accordingly, the Court applied the *Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation v. Public Service Commission of New York* test for commercial speech, which provides that government restrictions on commercial speech are permissible provided those restrictions directly advance a substantial governmental interest and restrict speech no more than is necessary to further that interest. The Court ruled that the PIL goal of containing health care costs was a substantial government interest.

Turning to whether or not the PIL directly advanced that government interest, the Court held that the evidence demonstrated that detailing increases the cost of prescription drugs, that prescriber histories improve the success of detailing and that despite the increased costs, “detailing does not contribute to improved patients’ health.” In reaching this conclusion, the Court deferred heavily to legislative judgment regarding the health impacts and costs of detailing, particularly given that New Hampshire was a trailblazer and “the first state to deny detailers access to prescribing histories.”

Moving to the third prong of the *Central Hudson* test, the Court ruled that there existed no alternative legislative approaches which would have achieved the goals of the PIL without restricting speech. Rejecting possible alternatives, the Court ruled that banning free drug samples would harm indigent patients, that the state would be unable to spend enough money to engage in an effective counter-detailing education campaign of prescribers with regard to generic
drugs and that requiring physicians to consult with pharmacists before brand name drugs could be prescribed in favor of non-bioequivalent generic substitutes would ineffectively focus on the process after the detailing has already occurred.\textsuperscript{191}

Having resolved the First Amendment speech issue, the Court’s final ruling addressed the data miners’ claim that the PIL violated the Dormant Commerce Clause because the PIL failed to include a geographic limitation and directly regulated out-of-state transactions between data miners selling prescription data to pharmaceutical manufacturers.\textsuperscript{192} The Court rejected this argument, instead presuming that the PIL governed only in-state conduct and domestic transactions, even though it “may result in a loss of profit to out-of-state data miners due to the closing of one aspect of the New Hampshire market for their wares.”\textsuperscript{193}

Notably, the \textit{Ayotte} Court avoided any detailed discussion of patient privacy interests within the context of the PIL, although the Court acknowledged that the PIL asserted that patient privacy was a substantial government interest for purposes of a commercial speech analysis.\textsuperscript{194} Similarly, the concurring/dissenting opinion also avoided discussing patient privacy implications of the PIL, reasoning that the plaintiffs did not challenge the statute’s restriction on the use of patient-identifiable prescription information.\textsuperscript{195}

2. IMS Health, Inc. v. Mills

Following the \textit{Ayotte} decision, the First Circuit issued a similar ruling with regard to three data miners’ challenge to the Maine prescriber confidentiality law.\textsuperscript{196} Finding the data miners’ legal challenge and the Maine statute to be very similar to the challenge and statute at issue in \textit{Ayotte}, the Court relied upon \textit{Ayotte} in holding that the Maine “statute regulates conduct, not speech, and even if it regulates commercial speech, [the statute] satisfies constitutional standards.”\textsuperscript{197}
In addition to relying on Ayotte, the Court, in applying the Central Hudson test, also ruled that assuming the Maine law regulates commercial speech, then unlike Ayotte the Maine statute, through its opt-in provision, “directly advances the substantial purpose of protecting opted-in prescribers from having their identifying data used in unwanted solicitations by detailers, and thus Maine’s interests in lowering health care costs.”

The Court likened the statute to a “do not call” or “do not mail” list, which have been held to be constitutional and which protect a listener’s right to be left alone.

Turning to the second and third Central Hudson prongs, the Court ruled that the evidence established that Maine prescribers had complained and objected to detailing and detailers’ use of personal identifying prescribing histories, and that the Maine law would directly advance the state’s interest in protecting against these harms. Moreover, the Court ruled that the Maine law’s opt-in mechanism, by definition, was a least restrictive means of protecting prescribers’ privacy interests. Instead of the government identifying a given type of speech as harmful, the Maine law was an effort by the government to empower prescribers to regulate when they deemed data miner speech to be harmful.

Examining the Commerce Clause challenge, the Court ruled that the Maine statute survived constitutional scrutiny because the regulation of data miners’ out-of-state transactions involving prescription data was “a necessary incident to Maine’s strong interest in protecting opted-in Maine prescribers from unwanted solicitations, a policy that Maine also rationally believes will lower its health care costs.” The Court reasoned that Maine was attempting to regulate extraterritorial conduct with a substantial in-state impact, and that even though the Maine law regulated extraterritorial conduct, the regulation did not “discriminate against out-of-
state entities in favor of in-state competitors . . . [and] does not risk imposing regulatory obligations inconsistent with those of other states.”

Alternatively, in finding no violation of the Commerce Clause, the Court also ruled that the data miners failed to demonstrate a disproportionate burden on interstate commerce in relation to the in-state benefits conferred under the Maine law. The Court held that Maine was able to demonstrate that the law creates substantial in-state benefits for Maine prescribers who want to avoid unwanted targeting. On the other side of the ledger, the Court ruled that the data miners’ loss of a portion of the Maine market would not seriously impact their products’ marketability and that the cost to data miners of complying with Maine law would prove insubstantial, given that they need only ensure that they avoid using or selling opted-in Maine prescriber data.

As in the Ayotte case, the majority, along with concurring opinion, did not substantively address the patient privacy implications of the Maine statute. The majority opinion did not address the issue at all and the concurring opinion merely referenced the fact that Maine asserted patient privacy as a substantial government interest within the context of the commercial speech analysis of the Maine statute.

3. IMS Health, Inc. v. Sorrell

The third case in the trio of cases challenging the state data mining statutes is IMS Health, Inc. v. Sorrell, in which data miners and the Pharmaceutical Research Manufacturers of America (“PhRMA”), an association of pharmaceutical manufacturers, challenged the constitutionality of the Vermont data mining statute. Starting with the speech versus conduct issue, the Second Circuit criticized the Ayotte decision for creating a false distinction between data as an informational asset, akin to a commercial product, and speech. The Court ruled that
the Vermont statute plainly regulated speech, given that it aimed to alter the information provided to prescribers through detailing, thereby intending to influence the supply of information. The Court further emphasized that the statute “prevents willing sellers and willing buyers from completing a sale of information to be used for purposes that the state disapproves.” In ruling that the Vermont statute regulated speech, the Court also held that the regulated speech was commercial as opposed to noncommercial speech because “the primary purpose of detailing is to propose a commercial transaction—the sale of prescription drugs to patients.”

Having found that the Vermont statute regulated commercial speech, the Court then analyzed the statute under the *Central Hudson* test. The Court ruled that the aim of the statute to protect the privacy of prescribers was not a substantial state interest because the statute banned only certain uses of prescription data, thereby allowing prescription data to be distributed for any other purpose besides the prohibited purpose. The Court also held that the asserted state interest in prescriber privacy was too speculative because Vermont was unable to demonstrate that the regulation of prescription data impacted the privacy of the doctor-patient relationship and “the integrity of the prescribing process or the trust patients have in their doctors.” Nonetheless, the Court ruled that Vermont did have a substantial interest in lowering health care costs and protecting the public health, which the statute purported to promote.

Focusing on whether the Vermont statute directly advanced the state interest in reducing health care costs and protecting public health, the Court ruled that the statute only indirectly promoted those interests because it failed to directly restrict prescribers’ prescribing practices and/or restrict detailers’ marketing practices. Instead the statute directly regulated the transfer of prescription data from data miners to pharmaceutical manufacturers, which only indirectly...
impacted prescriber and detailer behavior and the goals of cost containment and promotion of public health. The Court explained that courts should be skeptical of government regulations on the dissemination of information in order to alter an individual’s conduct, which is what the Vermont statute did by limiting the type of information available to prescribers in order to impact their prescribing behavior.

Along with finding that the Vermont statute failed to survive intermediate scrutiny because it indirectly promoted the state’s interests, the Court also ruled that those governmental interests could have been fulfilled in a less speech restrictive manner. The Court ruled that the Vermont statute was overly burdensome because it promoted fewer prescriptions of all brand name prescription drugs, which was a poor fit with the legislative goal of restricting overprescribing of only “new and allegedly insufficiently tested brand-name drugs in cases where there are cheaper generic alternatives available.” The Court found that Vermont could have achieved its goal by funding its own prescriber education program to counter the detailers’ speech or by mandating “the use of generic drugs as a first course of treatment, absent a physician’s determination otherwise.” The Court faulted the state for failing to produce arguments or evidence for why the proposed alternatives would have been inadequate to serve the state’s goals.

Unlike the Ayotte and Mills cases, the Sorrell Court indirectly addressed the patient privacy implications of the Vermont statute. The Court specifically held that the state’s interest in medical privacy, including patient trust in their physicians and the integrity of the prescribing process, was too speculative to serve as a substantial government interest to justify the state’s regulation on commercial speech.
The Dissent also addressed the government interest in patient privacy and, contrary to the majority, opined that patient privacy was a substantial government interest worthy of protection under the Vermont statute. In support of its position, the Dissent highlighted the importance placed on patient privacy by federal legislation, such as HIPAA, and the goal of such legislation to prevent “rampant dissemination of confidential information.” The Dissent opined that the Vermont statute both substantially furthered the state’s interest in medical privacy and was narrowly tailored to such an end.

4. The Path Forward

Ayotte, Mills and Sorrell are not the end of the story for the New England data mining statutes. In early 2011, the Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari in the Sorrell. Regardless of which side of the Circuit split the Supreme Court follows, the issue of protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI will remain an ongoing concern. Obviously, if the Supreme Court finds the Vermont statute to be unconstitutional, then other alternatives must be explored to protect patient privacy in patient prescription PHI. Alternatively, if the Supreme Court upholds the constitutionality of the Vermont statute, only Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire, have passed legislation restricting the use of prescription information and only within the context of data mining and detailing. Moreover, from the patient privacy perspective, there are weaknesses within these existing state statutes that could be strengthened in future legislation regulating the disclosure of patient prescription PHI, as discussed infra.

IV. Evaluating the Alternatives for Protecting Patient Prescription Information Privacy

Reviewing federal and state statutes, ethical codes, state common law and federal constitutional law, one may argue that there are at least five available options in existence, which serve to protect patient prescription information privacy. This section seeks to examine each of
these five options. While some of these options may seem promising, each of them suffer from weaknesses that prevent them from being an optimal solution for protecting either identified or de-identified patient prescription PHI.

A. The New England State Data Mining Statutes

Assuming the upcoming Supreme Court decision in Sorrell supports the constitutionality of the Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine statutes described above, these three statutes are the best starting point for examining available alternatives for protecting patient prescription information privacy. Facialy these statutes would appear to be directly on point in protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI, but they actually suffer from a number of flaws in terms of their effectiveness in achieving this goal.

The New Hampshire and Vermont statutes are woefully inadequate in even addressing patient privacy interests, particularly privacy interests in de-identified patient prescription PHI. The New Hampshire statute only protects the privacy of patient identifiable information and says nothing about de-identified or encrypted patient information.\textsuperscript{230} Whereas, the Vermont statute evinces the intent to protect the privacy of prescription information\textsuperscript{231}, but never mentions a method for protecting patient prescription PHI and focuses entirely on protecting prescriber identifiable information.\textsuperscript{232}

In contrast to the New Hampshire and Vermont statutes, the Maine statute is the statute that comes closest towards a meaningful attempt to protect both identified and de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI. The Maine statute specifically provides that “[a] carrier or prescription drug information intermediary may not license, use, sell, transfer or exchange for value, for any marketing purpose, prescription drug information that identifies directly or indirectly the [patient].”\textsuperscript{233} For patient privacy purposes, the upside of this statutory language is
the possibility that the phrase “identifies directly or indirectly” encompasses de-identified and encrypted patient prescription PHI. However, there is no definition of the term “indirectly” within the statute, so there is no definitive answer on this issue. A court may easily find that indirectly identifiable information is not the same as de-identified or encrypted information.

Even if de-identified or encrypted patient information is protected under the Maine statute, the restriction on sale or transfer of that information narrowly applies only to carriers and drug information intermediaries and only for marketing purposes. Any other individual and/or entity, including drug manufacturers or researchers, can use prescription information for marketing, or other purposes for that matter, without violating the statute. Under the Maine statute, a pharmacy could lawfully sell or transfer the patient prescription information directly to a pharmaceutical manufacturer for marketing purposes.

All three of the New England data mining statutes are simply too narrow in scope to fully protect the privacy of patient prescription PHI. All three proscribe the use of prescription information, but only for marketing purposes. While some patients may consider marketing to be the most pernicious use of prescription information and the only use for which they want their privacy protected, other patients may legitimately want the privacy of their prescription information protected from being used in other contexts, such as for research purposes.

The New Hampshire and Maine statutes are also too narrow in how they protect prescription information privacy. Unlike the Vermont statute, neither of them directly regulates the marketing of prescription information. Rather, the two statutes place the burden on pharmacies, data miners, insurers and similar entities not to transfer the prescription information to downstream marketers, when the transfer will result in using the information for marketing purposes. This creates a bizarre enforcement mechanism. As the Mills Concurring Opinion
noted, this enforcement structure forces the pharmacies, data miners, insurers and like entities to police their own customers. How the state would discover violations and enforce the prohibition against downstream marketing is far from clear.

Turning to the opt-in and opt-out provisions in the Vermont and Maine statutes, a major concern with both statutes is that they only allow prescribers to register for confidentiality through licensing and renewal applications. Accordingly, there are only limited opportunities during limited time periods for prescribers to assert their rights to prescription information confidentiality. The opt-in and opt-out processes also fail to incorporate a real time aspect to them, which weakens their effectiveness. For example, the Maine statute only requires monthly updates to the list of prescribers seeking confidentiality protection under the statute. Even worse, in Vermont, entities seeking to use prescriber prescription information need only check the list of prescribers seeking confidentiality protection once every six months. These respective statutory provisions are essentially loopholes that allow for substantial time gaps during which those who wish to access and use prescription information may do so without fear of penalty.

To some extent, the statutory weaknesses outlined above are probably a reflection of the three statutes’ primary focus on prescriber privacy and prescriber concerns with data mining and detailing as opposed to patient concerns. This prescriber centric focus is most apparent in the opt-in and opt-out provisions of the Vermont and Maine statutes, which empower the prescriber, not the patient, to maintain the confidentiality of prescription information.

Even if the three statutes are sufficiently patient privacy centric, they still lack vigorous compliance and enforcement provisions. When statutory violations occur under the three statutes, it is unclear how patients will become aware that their prescription information is being
used in an unlawful manner. There may be some obvious violations, such as where a patient uses drug “x” and then receives direct marketing materials to encourage the patient to continue using drug “x,” or direct marketing materials soliciting the patient to switch a similar competitor drug, drug “y.” A patient may rightfully be suspicious of such practices. However, in terms of compliance and enforcement, of greater and more likely concern, are situations in which drug manufacturers engage in direct advertising to patients, using patient prescription information, but do so in a sufficiently vague manner. Effective marketers will learn how to directly market to a patient using that patient’s prescription information, but in such a way that the patient cannot tell whether or not the drug manufacturer used that patient’s prescription information to target or solicit him or her.

Patients will also have no way of knowing whether their prescription information was used by drug manufacturers to detail their prescribers. If a drug manufacturer merely uses the prescription information to target particular prescribers, then savvy marketing will prevent the prescriber from knowing that his or her prescriber information was used for targeting purposes, let alone the patient knowing. Similarly, if a drug manufacturer uses prescription information to develop a more effective marketing message without directly soliciting the prescriber with that prescriber’s own prescribing information, then not even the prescriber will be aware of that a statutory violation has occurred. In fact, the Dissent in Sorrell noted that detailers are prohibited from directly referencing a prescriber’s prescription data during detailing sessions.\textsuperscript{246}

There is simply a lack of transparency within the New England data mining statutes to raise awareness of possible statutory violations. Reviewing the three state statutes, it is unclear how state enforcement agencies, prescribers, and especially patients will become aware of breaches of prescription information privacy. There is nothing within the state statutes to require
pharmaceutical manufacturers to publish to the world how they design their marketing campaigns or what information they use to design them, and none of the three statutes prohibit pharmaceutical manufacturers from directly marketing to prescribers or patients. While the statutory penalties may nonetheless promote deterrence, potential data miner and drug manufacturer violators may soon discover that it will be difficult for patients, prescribers or the states to discover such violations.

B. Ethics-Based Patient Privacy Protections

There are three sets of professional ethical codes or guidelines that represent another possible source for protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI. However, all of these ethical codes fail to adequately emphasize patient prescription information privacy and raise certain enforcement and compliance weaknesses in terms of their effectiveness in protecting patient privacy.

The first ethical code is the American Medical Association’s (“AMA”) Prescription Data Restriction Program (“PDRP”), which seeks to curb the use of prescription information in marketing. The PDRP allows prescribers to opt-in to a program whereby data miners sell prescription information to pharmaceutical companies, but those pharmaceutical companies are prohibited from giving the data to marketers for a period three years, which can be extended if the prescriber re-registers. From the patient privacy perspective, the PDRP fails to provide adequate protection to patient privacy because, like some of the New England data mining statutes, it allows physicians, but not patients, to restrict detailers’ access to prescription information.

Following the AMA’s promulgation of the PDRP, PhRMA revised its professional code, the PhRMA Code, to track the provisions of the PDRP. The PhRMA Code announced a
commitment by PhRMA to address its own marketing practices to prescribers in an attempt to impact marketing practices that might be perceived as inappropriate by patients.\textsuperscript{251} Despite this commitment, the PhRMA Code only addresses ethical uses of prescriber data, not patient data, and, in fact, condones any “responsible” use of patient data, provided such data de-identifies patients.\textsuperscript{252} Moreover, as with the AMA PDRP, the PhRMA Code weakly relies on discretionary and voluntary compliance for enforcement.\textsuperscript{253} However, most troubling is the fact that PhRMA’s Code is “promulgated by lobbyist groups within the industry, leaving the neutrality of these guidelines highly questionable.”\textsuperscript{254}

In the context of patient prescription information privacy, the only ethical code that specifically focuses on patient privacy is the American Pharmacists Association’s (“APhA”) Code of Ethics for Pharmacists, which requires pharmacists to place “concern for the well-being of the patient at the center of professional practice” and to serve their patients “in a private and confidential manner.”\textsuperscript{255} This provision is not as strong as it may seem.

First, not all states impose the confidentiality requirement on pharmacists through the force of law, as they do with regard to patient confidentiality and physicians.\textsuperscript{256} Second, the APhA Code does not protect the confidentiality of medical information that has been disclosed by a pharmacist to a third party, like a pharmaceutical manufacturer.\textsuperscript{257} For example, once information flows from a pharmacy to a data miner or pharmaceutical manufacturer, there is no duty of confidentiality that flows from the drug manufacturer to the patient.\textsuperscript{258} Third, even if the pharmacist owes a duty of confidentiality with regard to patient prescription PHI, the individual pharmacist, at least within the context of chain pharmacies, does not control the flow of prescription information. The patient prescription PHI is sent from the patient’s individual pharmacy to that pharmacy’s out-of-state headquarters, where it is aggregated and transferred or
sold to data miners and/or other entities. In other words, the pharmacy corporation determines the transfer of patient prescription information outside of the pharmacy, not the patient’s pharmacist. Ethically-based pharmacy-patient confidentiality, in the chain drug store context, is only as strong as the pharmacy employer’s respect for that confidentiality.

In summary, the ethical codes that govern the privacy of patient prescription PHI, like the New England data mining statutes, are much more focused on protecting the prescriber’s information than the patient’s prescription PHI. Moreover, even the APhA’s Code, which directly focuses on patient privacy, lacks effective enforcement mechanisms to ensure that patient privacy is truly protected.

C. State Based Remedies to Patient Prescription Privacy Violations Beyond the New England Data Mining Statutes

While there are a wide range of state constitutional, statutory and common law remedies available for protecting patient privacy, a state-based approach toward protecting the privacy of de-identified patient prescription PHI is not the best approach. First, state statutes vary in terms of whether they recognize a privacy interest in patient prescription PHI, the level of privacy protection afforded and how they enforce or regulate such privacy. Accordingly, relying upon state-based statutory protections results in patients in different states having potentially different levels of privacy protection in their prescription records, entities subject to patient prescription privacy regulation bearing the cost and burden of complying with potentially 50 different statutes and entities that transmit prescription PHI interstate having to figure out which state’s rules apply and when. This is hardly a model for efficiency, consistency or cost-savings, the latter being of much importance in today’s health care reform minded environment.

Second, the right to privacy embodied within state common law and the Restatement is non comprehensive and provides only modest privacy protection. State privacy tort actions
apply in a narrow range of highly qualified circumstances, which require patients to “rely on factually restricted, doctrinally limited and somewhat clumsy protections against ‘unreasonable intrusion upon the seclusion of another’ or ‘public disclosure of private facts.’” Generally, privacy torts have seldom been applied to the field of health care, and when they have been applied, they have only been successful in “a few extreme or outlying cases of medical intrusions or publications.”

In the context of a patient-pharmacist relationship, the privacy torts further fail to provide adequate protection because the privacy torts and breach of confidence tort usually require patients to demonstrate a special relationship between the patient and the pharmacist disclosing the patient’s private information. However, pharmacy patients cannot demonstrate such a relationship or such an expectation of privacy therein because states do not recognize a special relationship between a patient and pharmacist in contrast to the patient-physician relationship.

Privacy torts also do not map well to situations involving health information and the use of such information by third parties because courts are unlikely to find misuse of such information by third parties to be highly offensive to a reasonable person. Nor are state courts likely to find aggregated digital information collected by third parties to be truly private. Significantly, these third party secondary users are also not subject to state law-mandated obligations of confidentiality.

Third, like the common law, most state statutes are also non comprehensive in protecting confidential medical information against disclosure; many provide safe harbors and special circumstances under which disclosure is permitted. Many state statutes address narrow, specific informational privacy issues and are “riddled with exceptions.” Most state statutes
also fail to provide patients with a cause of action for improper disclosure of health information, or do so only when the information is in the hands of the government and not private actors.274

Fourth, state constitutional privacy protections have rarely been invoked to protect informational privacy, such as the privacy of patient prescription PHI.275 Accordingly, state constitutional provisions, the common law and state statutes each have their shortcomings in terms of protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI. Generally, the overriding weaknesses inherent in all three sources are a lack of consistency and a limited scope of effectiveness.

D. The Constitutional Right to Privacy, HIPAA and Patient Prescription Information Privacy

In terms of federal protections for patient prescription information privacy, two options outlined above seem most applicable, the constitutional right to privacy and HIPAA. However, upon closer examination neither adequately and comprehensively protects the privacy of patient prescription PHI, especially de-identified patient prescription PHI.

As to the constitutional right to privacy, a patient generally cannot invoke his or her right to privacy against a data miner, pharmaceutical manufacturer, pharmacy or any other non-governmental entity for that matter.276 In order to state a constitutional right to privacy claim, a plaintiff must allege that a state actor violated that plaintiff’s right to privacy.277 Under the state actor doctrine, the Supreme Court has held that the deprivation of the constitutional right – in this case the right to privacy – must be “fairly attributable to the State.”278 The deprivation must be by a state official, be done in concert with or with significant aid from a state official or must be “otherwise chargeable to the State.”279

While the transfer of patient prescription PHI to law enforcement agencies or government entities for public health purposes may meet the state action test, to the extent such transfers are
required by law, the holding in *Whalen* probably forecloses any such claim.\textsuperscript{280} Even if such claims are viable in the law enforcement and public health context, the same cannot be said with regard to transfers of patient prescription PHI to data miners, pharmacies, researchers and pharmaceutical companies. These latter transfers of identified or de-identified patient prescription PHI are not tantamount to state action. For example, if a patient plaintiff wanted to join in the CVS Caremark lawsuits, he or she would be precluded from asserting a constitutional privacy claim against CVS Caremark for the alleged privacy violations, as within the context of those two lawsuits CVS Caremark appears to be acting as a private entity.\textsuperscript{281} The state actor doctrine is particularly troublesome in the context of medical information, given that most medical and prescription information in the United States is held by private entities, like CVS Caremark, and therefore constitutional privacy claims with regard to such information are unlikely to meet the state actor test.\textsuperscript{282}

The constitutional protection afforded to health information is also too narrow to adequately protect the privacy of patient prescription PHI.\textsuperscript{283} To meet constitutional privacy standards, the health information to be protected must be both subjectively and objectively private, rather stringent standards.\textsuperscript{284} Even if identifiable patient prescription PHI is deemed to be both subjectively and objectively private, which is still an open question as outlined above, de-identified patient prescription PHI is even less likely to be deemed by a federal court to be subjectively and objectively private, in light of the fact that it is stripped of identifiable characteristics. It may be quite a strain for federal judges to hold that de-identified patient prescription PHI, in its de-identified form, is objectively private information. However, this does not mean that there are not important reasons to protect such information.
Like the constitutional right to privacy, HIPAA also fails to fully protect privacy in patient prescription PHI, largely as a result of its narrow scope, loopholes and enforcement weaknesses. To start with, the HIPAA regulations are dense, complex, confusing and lengthy. HIPAA’s restrictions also suffer from a myopic focus, applying only to health plans, health care clearinghouses, providers who transmit PHI in electronic form and, in the future, with more expanded application to business associates of these entities. For example, pharmaceutical companies are not usually covered entities under HIPAA.

Moreover, the loopholes or exceptions to HIPAA’s standards are unduly broad and not controlled tightly enough, particularly in connection with payment for health care services. There are too many ways in which patient prescription PHI can be used and disclosed without violating HIPAA under the guise of payment or health care operations. The CVS Caremark lawsuits are based upon allegations that demonstrate how entities can share, disclose and disseminate patient prescription PHI in such a manner as to avoid potential HIPAA violations.

Lacking a patient proactive focus, HIPAA also fails to require consent for the use of protected health information for certain purposes, such as payment, treatment and health care operations. Again, the allegations within the CVS Caremark lawsuits illustrate how certain entities use the HIPAA health care operations exception to disclose private medical information without violating HIPAA. Even outside of treatment and billing, there are many HIPAA permitted unrestricted uses of patient prescription PHI, which do not require patient consent, particularly by secondary users. HIPAA fails to create patient rights and fails to limit the collection and dissemination of PHI, but instead focuses on the process of patient consent to disclosure.
Even more significant within the context of this Article, the Privacy Rule expressly excludes from its privacy protections de-identified health information. Accordingly, to the extent that a patient wants to protect his or her de-identified prescription information from being transferred to and used by a data miner or pharmaceutical manufacturer or any other covered entity under HIPAA, the Privacy Rule provides no assistance. HIPAA does not even require the de-identification of patient prescription PHI.

HIPAA’s de-identification standards are also open to criticism. Even though HIPAA may consider a document containing health information to be de-identified, that does not mean that such a document is actually de-identified or rendered absolutely incapable of re-identification. HIPAA considers data to be de-identified if certain patient identifying information is removed, such as name, address and social security number. However, HIPAA does not require other information, such as height, weight, ethnicity, birth year and the patient’s physician to be de-identified with regard to prescription information and there is no surefire guarantee that such information cannot actually be used to identify the patient.

Since the New England data mining cases also describe the prescription information used by data miners and pharmaceutical manufacturers as encrypted, as well as de-identified, it is also important to look at how the HIPAA regulations treat encrypted health information. The Security Rule defines the term encryption as “the use of an algorithmic process to transform data into a form in which there is a low probability of assigning meaning without use of a confidential process or key.” The Security Rule also requires covered entities, and in the future business associates, to safeguard electronic PHI through encryption or a comparable method.

Once PHI is encrypted, HHS considers such information to be adequately protected from disclosure, as it considers encrypted PHI to be “rendered unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable
to unauthorized individuals.“ In fact, in HHS’ Interim Final Rule regarding notification of breaches of PHI, HHS explained that if a covered entity encrypts PHI, pursuant to the Security Rule, and later discovers a breach of that encrypted information, it need not even provide breach notification to the patient. In other words, the breach notification requirements only apply to breaches of unsecured protected health information. HHS does not appear all that concerned with using HIPAA to force covered entities to notify patients of breaches of the privacy involving encrypted PHI, let alone notifying patients of the uses of their encrypted PHI in its encrypted form. Under existing HIPAA regulatory guidance, it seems that neither patients, nor HHS, on behalf of patients, can use HIPAA to protect the privacy of encrypted patient prescription information.

HIPAA also lacks strength in terms of enforcement because it does not provide for a civil action on behalf of patients who are victims of improper disclosure of patient prescription PHI. As an example of an application of this principle, if a patient plaintiff jointed one of the CVS Caremark lawsuits, he or she would be have no litigation recourse through HIPAA. Instead, HIPAA relies on a compliance and regulatory oversight model for enforcement of HIPAA privacy provisions, with the possibility for civil or criminal penalties. This enforcement scheme sends the wrong message that patient prescription data privacy rights “belong to the healthcare system and not to patients.”

Related to enforcement is the question of effectiveness and whether HIPAA is truly effective. One study indicated that there were 291 publicly reported health information data breaches from 2003 through 2007, which potentially exposed the health information of more than 16 million patients. With medical information privacy breaches over a four year period potentially impacting 16 million or more patients, one has to ask whether HIPAA goes far
enough in protecting patient information privacy. There are doubts “as to the level of the federal government’s commitment to the enforcement of the HIPAA rules.”

In summary, neither the constitutional right to privacy nor HIPAA are comprehensive enough to provide sufficient protection for privacy in patient prescription PHI, particularly de-identified patient prescription PHI. Accordingly, there is a need for federal legislation to provide comprehensive protection for identifiable and de-identified patient prescription PHI, as outlined in the next section.

V. Guiding Principles for Federal Legislation to Protect the Privacy within Encrypted or De-Identified Patient Prescription Information

Reviewing the available options above, existing state and federal privacy protections fail to vigorously protect patient privacy in encrypted or de-identified prescription PHI. To summarize some of the weaknesses outlined above and which future federal legislative efforts must address, first, across all of the options there is an insufficient focus on protecting the privacy of de-identified or encrypted prescription PHI and not just identifiable prescription PHI. Second, with regard to the New England statutes and other state-based options, there are Commerce Clause concerns, and more generally, practical concerns regarding a lack of national uniformity in protecting de-identified or encrypted patient prescription information privacy. Third, the New England statutes and the ethical options are more prescriber centric in their focus than patient centric. Fourth, in the case of the New England statutes, the ethical options and HIPAA, patients lack the power to control the privacy of and disclosure of their de-identified or encrypted prescription PHI. Fifth, there are compliance weaknesses across most, if not all, of the available options.

In light of these concerns, any future statutory attempt to regulate prescription PHI, be it federal or state, must address the lack of protection that patients currently have in guarding the
privacy of their de-identified or encrypted prescription PHI. Patients have a legitimate interest in protecting the privacy of their de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI because such information still provides intimate details about a patient’s life and health. Moreover, de-identified information can all too easily be re-identified and encrypted information can all too easily be decrypted. Patients should legitimately fear that what facially appears to be anonymous may not carry such anonymity in perpetuity. Accordingly, any future statutory attempt to fully protect the privacy of patient prescription PHI must specifically provide for privacy protection of de-identified and encrypted patient prescription PHI.

Moving on to whether state or federal legislation is preferable, while the upcoming Supreme Court decision in *Sorrell* will resolve the Commerce Clause issue posed by the New England statutes one way or the other, any future efforts to provide protection for de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI should be federal. Even if the Supreme Court finds the Vermont statute to be Constitutional, a federal privacy statute, as opposed to state-based privacy statutes, offers a better way to protect the privacy of de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI.

From a practical perspective, a federal statute provides a valuable level of uniformity in privacy protection. For example, in light of the state causes of action within the two CVS Caremark lawsuits, it is possible that the two different courts, applying two different sets of laws, may come out on opposite sides on whether CVS Caremark’s alleged prescription information sharing scheme, which is the same for both lawsuits, raises privacy concerns. The end result is confusion, uncertainty and inconsistency regarding whether the CVS Caremark alleged information sharing scheme is lawful or not.
With a federal statute, every patient, regardless of where he or she lives, has the same level of privacy protection for his or her de-identified or encrypted prescription PHI. Without a federal statute, a patient living in one state could have his or her de-identified or encrypted prescription PHI subject to a high level of protection in one state, then change residence to a different state, without such protections, and suddenly lose all of the protection. Similarly, a person could live near a state border and fill prescriptions at different pharmacies in different states, with resulting differing levels of privacy protection. Under these scenarios, the privacy of an individual’s prescription PHI is only as strong as the privacy guaranteed by the state with the weakest privacy provision.

On the other side of the ledger, a federal statute is beneficial to those who would use de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI because they would not need to comply with potentially fifty different privacy statutes. A federal, as opposed to state-based, privacy statute would be much less onerous and burdensome on those required to comply with it. For example, a federal statute would provide a level of clarity for CVS Caremark, in the context of the two CVS Caremark lawsuits, regarding lawful versus unlawful uses of patient prescription PHI.

For both patients and those who would use patient prescription PHI, a federal statute would also “more accurately reflect[] the way in which the modern health care system operates.” Today, computerized and internet-based information can be accessed across state lines from remote locations, such that it would be confusing and difficult to determine which state’s laws apply with regard to internet-based access to a given set of patient prescription PHI.

A state statute would also raise enforcement concerns not applicable with regard to a federal statute because of jurisdictional limits and states’ weak enforcement abilities. It is
very difficult to enforce in-state violations committed by out-of-state violators, as illustrated by the New England data mining cases.\textsuperscript{321}

With a federal statute being more appealing than a state statutory option, the scope of federal preemption is an issue that must be addressed. A federal statute that preempts only less protective laws, similar to the HIPAA statute, would be more protective of privacy, but such an approach carries a significant downside. It would still leave open the possibility that those who use prescription data may be subject to potentially different standards and burdens, at least with regard to states who implement more strict prescription privacy statutes than the federal law.\textsuperscript{322} Accordingly, in terms of simplification, efficiency and potential cost savings, a federal law that is completely preemptive of state law is the preferable approach.

Along with being a federal statute and specifically encompassing de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI, any future statute should also be more patient centric, unlike the New England and the ethics-based options. Both sets of options demonstrate a greater concern for how data miners and pharmaceutical companies use prescriber prescription information, as opposed to a concern for how such entities and others use patient prescription PHI.\textsuperscript{323} The protections encompassed within both alternatives seek to empower prescribers to prevent the disclosure, dissemination and use of their own information, and not necessarily the patient’s prescription PHI. Therefore, future legislative efforts to protect de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI must do just that, focus on protecting the patient’s information and not the prescriber’s information. It is important that the statute expressly recite as its purpose the protection of patient prescription PHI and expressly provide for a method to protect such information.
This leads to the issue of how a future federal statute can best protect the privacy of de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI. None of the existing options provide a proactive approach for patients to protect the privacy of their prescription information, and certainly not their de-identified or encrypted prescription information. HIPAA only applies to identifiable protected health information and is focused more on notice to the patient regarding use of such information, rather than patient consent for such use. The federal constitutional options and state-based options really only provide reactive privacy protection, meaning these options do not empower patients to prevent unauthorized access to their prescription PHI, but only allow for them file suit once a breach of privacy occurs. If the CVS Caremark lawsuits involved a patient plaintiff, the two cases would illustrate how available remedies are reactive. While *The Muecke Company, Inc.* Complaint seeks injunctive relief, the focus of the two CVS Caremark lawsuits is really on privacy breaches of patient prescription PHI that have already occurred.

Future legislative efforts to protect the privacy of de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI must empower the patient a priori to choose if or how his or her prescription information will be used. While this may be accomplished in any number of ways, one promising option is to require that the patient be presented with a form upon filling his or her first prescription with a particular pharmacy, and each additional pharmacy thereafter, which allows the patient to opt-in to protect the privacy of his or her identifiable, de-identified and encrypted prescription information. The form would have two boxes, one for opting-in to protect the privacy of identifiable prescription information and one for opting-in to protect the privacy of de-identified and encrypted prescription information. The patient could choose to check one or both boxes or neither box. If neither box is checked, then the patient is effectively
permitting use of his or her identifiable, de-identified and encrypted prescription information for any use otherwise permitted under law.

A few points require elaboration or clarification. First, even though the use of identifiable prescription information is already restricted under many situations\textsuperscript{330}, the check box for protection of identifiable prescription information is still necessary. As outlined above, the existing options for protecting patient prescription PHI are non comprehensive. As an example of existing loopholes, the CVS Caremark lawsuits involve situations in which CVS Caremark is allegedly using a creative corporate structure to avoid HIPAA requirements and lawfully share patient prescription PHI.\textsuperscript{331} Nonetheless, many patients may still object to the manner in which CVS Caremark is alleged sharing their identifiable patient prescription PHI and those patients should retain express control over how their identifiable patient prescription PHI will be used.

Second, two boxes on the opt-in form are necessary because some patients may not be concerned about the use of their de-identified or encrypted prescription information, but still may be concerned about the use of their identifiable prescription information. Patients should have flexibility to choose to what extent they wish to exercise their privacy rights.

Third, it may be tempting to want to provide patients with more than two options regarding how they want to allow their prescription information to be used or shared, including, for example, allowing their information to be disclosed some purposes, but not for other purposes. Ideally, more choice provides more empowerment for patients. However, tracking many different categories of use of prescription information for compliance and enforcement purposes would probably be a logistical and burdensome nightmare.

Fourth, it is important that the opt-in form provide a disclaimer that regardless of the choice made by the patient, the patient’s prescription PHI may still be used for law enforcement,
public health, payment, and treatment purposes. As a practical matter it would be unreasonable to restrict the use of prescription information for payment and treatment purposes. Insurers and related entities have a legitimate need for patient prescription information in order to engage in important activities, such as ensuring proper payment, identifying payment errors and avoiding fraud.\textsuperscript{332} Equally so, health care providers have a legitimate need to gain access to prescription information as part of treating a patient.\textsuperscript{333} Finally, as established under \textit{Whalen} and \textit{Citizens}, there are strong policy reasons to allow for the sharing patient prescription PHI for law enforcement and public health purposes.\textsuperscript{334}

Enforcement is another area of weakness within existing alternatives for protecting the privacy of de-identified and encrypted patient prescription PHI. Accordingly, it is important that future legislative efforts ensure that enforcement of patients’ privacy wishes be strong and effectively deter violations of the statute. As discussed within the context of the New England statutes, the unusual enforcement mechanisms and attempt to indirectly regulate downstream marketing allows data miners and pharmaceutical manufacturers to potentially use patient prescription PHI in an unlawful manner without discovery by the patient or state.\textsuperscript{335} Moreover, under HIPAA, enforcement is entirely within the control of HHS, which has demonstrated weak enforcement in the past.\textsuperscript{336}

To remedy these enforcement weaknesses, future legislative action to protect the privacy of de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI should allow patients to track their identifiable, de-identified or encrypted prescription information, where it goes, who uses it and for what purposes.\textsuperscript{337} If a person can track a FedEx package as it moves across the world, there is no reason why software could not be developed to allow a patient to track his or her prescription information. A patient should be able to use a code assigned to his or her
prescription information to allow that patient to track that information online wherever it goes.\textsuperscript{338} Such patient empowerment should increase deterrence of violations of prescription privacy.

Admittedly, this tracking system is not a perfect system. There are weaknesses. First, such a system would probably be expensive and burdensome for the government, pharmacies, data miners, pharmaceutical manufacturers and others who might use patient prescription PHI to implement. Second, the system might be difficult for low income patient populations, vulnerable patient populations and non-computer savvy patients to use. Third, the software or tracking system would have to be secure or else there would be a high risk of hacking.\textsuperscript{339} Fourth, by attaching a code to de-identified or encrypted patient information, for purposes of tracking, one actually creates a risk of re-identification.\textsuperscript{340} The patient’s code is associated with that patient and raises a risk that that patient could be identified in relation to a particular set of prescription information if someone breaks the code. However, this latter concern may not be so great, assuming the code is only circulated among those entities who would have access to the patient’s identifiable prescription information anyway, such as a PBM or treating health care provider.

The tracking system in and of itself is not sufficient to deter violations. For more effective deterrence, HHS should conduct audits of the tracking system.\textsuperscript{341} HHS should be able to audit the tracking systems used by pharmacies, their headquarters, insurance companies, PBMs and related entities to determine whether prescription information that was “tagged” by the patient as privacy protected was unlawfully transferred to entities other than law enforcement, public health entities and those needing such information for payment or treatment purposes.\textsuperscript{342} When HHS discovers violations, it should be empowered and encouraged to impose heavy civil monetary penalties on violators. Only strong enforcement of such penalties and sufficiently heavy penalties will bring about effective deterrence.\textsuperscript{343} Even so, to make deterrence
even more effective, patients should also be empowered to file a statutory cause of action against violators, along with a set dollar value statutory damage amount per violation. Combined, the HHS and patient enforced deterrence should place an adequate check on entities that may wish to violate the statute in the hopes that they will not get caught.

On a final note, any analysis of future legislative efforts to protect identifiable, de-identified and encrypted patient prescription PHI must also address the First Amendment issues raised within the three New England cases. Any legislation that seeks to protect the privacy of patient prescription PHI will simultaneously limit the use of that information, uses which in at least some cases may involve First Amendment commercial speech. As with the Commerce Clause issue, the upcoming Supreme Court decision in Sorrell will likely provide valuable guidance on whether the type of legislation contemplated within this Article would pass First Amendment muster. Nonetheless, it is worth briefly addressing how the statute envisioned here would fare under a Supreme Court commercial speech analysis.

In comparing the statute envisioned here with the three New England state statutes for commercial speech analysis purposes, there positives and negatives to the contemplated statute in terms of surviving constitutional scrutiny. On the upside, the substantial government interest to be protected under the contemplated statute is the government’s interest in protecting a patient’s right to privacy in patient prescription PHI, including de-identified and encrypted prescription PHI. The strength of this patient privacy interest should be much stronger than the prescriber’s privacy interest in his or her prescription history, as highlighted within the context of the New England data mining cases. Many federal courts have recognized the former to be a constitutionally guaranteed right, albeit a non-absolute right. The same cannot be said as to the existence of a prescriber constitutional right to privacy, and arguably, any claim by a
prescriber to privacy within the physician/patient relationship is actually a privacy right derivative of the patient’s right to medical privacy. Accordingly, the patient’s right to privacy should carry more weight under a commercial speech analysis than the prescriber’s claimed right to privacy in the New England data mining cases.

This leads to the next issue of whether or not the statute envisioned in this Article would promote a substantial government interest in patient privacy and whether it would be narrowly tailored enough to pass constitutional muster. The former should be self-evident, but the latter is a much more difficult question. The three New England statutes narrowly limit the use of patient prescription PHI in the field of marketing, whereas the statute envisioned in this Article allows patients to opt-in to protecting all uses of their prescription information, except for payment, treatment, law enforcement and public health purposes. Accordingly, the argument that the statute envisioned in this Article is narrowly tailored to protect patient privacy may not be as strong compared to the narrow tailoring analysis of the New England statutes.

Still, it is difficult to conceive of how one could protect a patient’s constitutional right to privacy in a narrower manner than to allow a patient to opt-in to privacy protection for all purposes except those that are necessary and/or serve important policy goals, such as payment, treatment, fraud, drug abuse detection, law enforcement, and public health. The New England data mining statutes have the ability to narrowly focus on regulating drug marketing and still fully protect prescriber privacy interests because prescribers impacted by those statutes are concerned only with privacy as it relates to the use of their prescribing information for marketing purposes. Patients, on the other hand, may deem any disclosure of their identifiable, de-identified or encrypted prescription information for a variety of purposes, in addition to marketing, to be a breach of their privacy. Unlike the prescribers’ concerns in the New England
data mining cases, patients’ concerns regarding the privacy of their prescription information is wider in scope, which thereby requires a privacy protection statute that is wider in scope. Given the wide scope of patients’ interests in protecting the prescription information, the best effort to design a statute as narrowly tailored as possible is to include the opt-in check box concept outlined above. Such opt-in concepts are often deemed to be narrowly tailored per se.\(^{350}\)

As part of the narrow tailoring analysis, it is also notable that unlike the cases involving the New England statutes a challenge to the statute envisioned by this Article would pit two constitutionally guaranteed rights against each other. A data miner or pharmaceutical manufacturer challenging the envisioned statute would probably claim that the envisioned statute violates that entity’s commercial speech rights, as with the challenges against the New England data mining statutes. At the same time, the envisioned statute would exist to in order to provide protection for another constitutional right, the patient’s constitutional right to privacy in medical information. The result is that the envisioned statute embodies a conflict between the patient’s right to privacy and the prescription information user’s right to free speech.

Though not identical, an analogous conflict of constitutional rights has arisen previously in the pharmacy field within the context of pharmacist conscience laws, which protect pharmacists from being compelled to dispense contraceptive drugs to patients.\(^{351}\) Such conscience laws create a conflict between a pharmacist’s right to free exercise of religion and not being forced to supply contraceptive drugs against the pharmacist’s religious beliefs, and a patient’s privacy right to access birth control or abortion medications.\(^{352}\) Scholars have been split as to which right should prevail within the context of the conscience laws\(^{353}\), thus demonstrating the difficulty in determining which constitutional right prevails when two constitutional rights conflict head-to-head. Not surprisingly, it is difficult to anticipate whether a
pharmaceutical company’s right to free speech in the context of detailing outweighs the patient’s right to privacy in his or her prescription information or vice versa. Notably, neither right is an absolute right, such that either may be subject to regulation under certain circumstances.\(^\text{354}\)

Despite the difficulty in trying to predict which constitutional right will prevail, all in all, within the context of the envisioned statute, the patient’s right to privacy in prescription PHI should prevail over any detailers’ commercial speech claim. Generally, courts have allowed patient prescription privacy rights to be curtailed in only limited circumstances where there are very strong government interests at stake, such as law enforcement\(^\text{355}\) or drug abuse concerns.\(^\text{356}\)

By contrast, a private third party’s interest in access to an individual’s private medical information for purposes of marketing and profit making hardly rises to a level of importance equal to the government’s interest in public health or law enforcement. Moreover, in the past, when privacy rights and commercial speech rights “have come into conflict, privacy has traditionally won, easily passing intermediate scrutiny.”\(^\text{357}\)

A couple of other reasons are also worth mentioning as to why the envisioned statute will probably survive constitutional scrutiny within the context of a commercial speech analysis. First, as David Orentlicher has argued, to the extent that commercial speech is being regulated under the envisioned statute, the government should have more leeway in restricting such speech where data mining and detailing using patient prescription PHI has a negative impact on the public fisc.\(^\text{358}\) When detailing unnecessarily drives up drug spending and government programs, such as Medicaid, incur those costs, the government is indirectly footing the bill for that commercial speech and should have greater freedom to regulate such speech.\(^\text{359}\)

Additionally, the statute does not prohibit pharmaceutical manufacturers from communicating truthful information to prescribers through marketing.\(^\text{360}\) Under the envisioned
statute, pharmaceutical manufacturers can still market their drugs to and educate prescribers and the general public, but they cannot use certain patient designated prescription PHI in doing so. Moreover, as long as pharmaceutical manufacturers are allowed to continue to pitch their products to prescribers and the public, which they could do under the envisioned statute, then their strong profit motives and substantial profits will likely overcome any chill on commercial speech caused by the proposed prescription privacy statute.\textsuperscript{361}

VI. Conclusion

This Article has demonstrated that existing options for protecting the privacy of patient prescription PHI are simply not comprehensive and are inadequate. The available options are too narrow in their focus, as in the case of the New England data mining statutes, contain too many loopholes, as in HIPAA, fail to focus on the patient, as in the case of professional ethical codes, and/or are completely reactive in their approach, as in the case of the federal and state causes of action available for breaches of privacy and/or confidentiality. Even if the available options offer some positive attributes in terms of protecting the privacy of identifiable patient prescription PHI, they are woefully lacking in protecting the privacy of de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI, an overlooked area. Accordingly, patients seek and need a comprehensive federal statute to uniformly protect the privacy of both identifiable patient prescription PHI and de-identified or encrypted patient prescription PHI.

In developing a comprehensive federal statute, Congress has many options available for how to structure such a statute. However, for maximum effectiveness, any future federal statute should specifically protect the privacy of de-identified and encrypted patient prescription PHI, as well as identifiable patient prescription PHI, completely preempt state law, be patient centric, provide for a tracking provision and provide for strong, meaningful enforcement. It is important
to empower patients with the confidence that the information that they provide to their pharmacists remains as confidential and private as they wish, whether such information is identifiable, de-identified or encrypted.
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